
Northern Axis Treaty Organization

Prepare for trouble! Make it double. To protect the world from devastation! To unite all
peoples within our nations! To denounce the evils of truth and love! To extend our reach to the
stars above! Columbia! Hallow! Holy Jaded Empire! Tel Aviv. NATO, blast off at the speed of
light! Surrender now, or prepare to fight! Polska! That’s right!

Member States

Obligations and expectations of Member States:
- Don’t be dicks.
- Cooperate with one another but also respect each other's sovereignty.
- Defend each other against acts of unjust foreign aggression, not including conflicts

involving other supranational entities.
- Member states may voluntarily assist their allies in non-defensive actions if they are

deemed justifiable

Organizational Conduct and Protocol

- All states should work together on issues concerning the alliance, not leak sensitive
info, and basically not be dumbasses.

- A state may be added or removed to the alliance by unanimous vote of the Member
States (excluding the state being voted on).

- A state may not be removed as a means of avoiding a justified call to arms, even
if the conflict in question would pose a serious threat to the other allied states.

- This treaty may be amended or changed by a unanimous vote of the Member States.
- Don’t elawyer this treaty.
- This treaty supersedes all other treaties signed after it.

Member State Signatories

Columbia
Sixth Chancellor of Columbia, Hamboy_Jr
Judge of Columbia, shadedoom

Tel Aviv
Mowtek, the Queen of Tel Aviv
MrRageQuit



The Commonwealth of Polska
Cesarz of the Commonwealth of Polska, Robokaiser

Hallow

HanTzu the Infallible, Voice of the People, and Eternal Rex of Hallow

Holy Jaded Empire
By the grace of God and the will of the Jaded Hearts of the People, of these Unconquerable
Citizens, Monarch of the Free and Holy World, First in the Eyes of George Nelson, Lord High
Chancellor over the Electors, Deliverer of Justice, Defiler of Evil and Savior of the Many Lands,
Wielder of the Arrow of Strength and Holder of the Apple of Prosperity, Lord Paramount of the
West, the Holy Jaded Emperor, and Protector of Newfriends, King of the Beach, King of the
Eastern Marches, Prince of Altepianure, Duke of the Boilerroom, Prince Consort of the
Principality of Sealand, Baron of Cottage, His Imperial Majesty, ComradeNick


